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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Fourth Day: Thursday, September 21, 2017 
Post Time: 5:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 31-9-6-3  29%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)CRACK YOUR WHIP: Great form on this level; throw out last on turf  
(#1)DANCING DOVE: Outran Five Star Nap two back in Indiana; drops 
(#3)FIVE STAR NAP: Likely chalk on the drop for Cox; last two wins in slop 
(#5)DELUSIONAL KK: Tick cheap but likes Churchill; jock off to great start 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-3-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)WHOLE LOTTA LUCK: Form for a tag is solid; Montano early double?   
(#3)WHATEVERYBODYWANTS: Drops in for $20,000; he’s better on dirt  
(#6)HANDY CANDY: Consistent fellow in the money in 8-of-9 this year 
(#2)OSTENTATION: Half-length shy from being perfect on dirt; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-6-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)TAKEDOWN: Lone speed on the stretch-out? Wire job threat at a price   
(#4)GRANDPA FRANK: Hard drop, first dirt and blinks; jock won 5 Sunday 
(#2)SCHLIFFY: Plummets in class for “The Coach”; turf-to-dirt appealing  
(#11)MOSCA: Drops in for $20K for Mott; post O.K. coming out of the chute 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-2-11 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)AS I PLEASE: Like the slight cutback; experience edge plus first-Lasix   
(#2)QUEEN MUM: $190K Paynter filly is a half-sis to G1 SW Constellation 
(#9)BOOTSY’S HADENOUGH: Her lone gate work is quick; attracts Lanerie 
(#4)COSMIC BURST: Sire gets precocious get; bay sports a sharp work tab 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)ARCELOR: Main track form is useful; takes significant class drop 
(#6)TWILIGHT APPEAL: She’s bred to love the dirt; much tighter this time 
(#8)DOMINANT CLASS: Drops in for a dime; improves in second off shelf 
(#7)DAME WICKED: First start for high percentage barn; has won locally 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-8-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)LIFEFULLOFREINBOWS: Seven panels right in her wheelhouse; handy   
(#3)IDONOWIDONT: $450K Broken Vow filly has a sharp work tab for Cox 
(#1)FOCUSED: Sneaky good debut effort for $300K Distorted Humor filly 
(#9)TRUE BOOTS: Ran well in only prior dirt start locally; likes “fast” strip 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-1-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)MY PEEPS: Solid in first try vs. winners; broke maiden for fun locally   
(#5)MRS ROCCO: Done little wrong for Cox; takes first crack at winners 
(#6)LULLINGSTONE: Rallied vs. stakes foes in last start; back in for tag 
(#1)LA DAMA: Improving filly has never missed the exacta; gets trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-6-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#12)MISSLE BOMB: Post hurts, hard drop suits; first-time gelding noted   
(#6)HOW’S MY BUD: Has improved for new outfit; past local form is useful 
(#7)CRENSHAW: He’s bred to like the dirt; plenty of upside in second start 
(#2)THEGREATGENERATION: Drops like a bad habit; blinkers-on noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-6-7-2 
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